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MEMORY IMPROVEM ENT WHILE HEA RIN G MUS IC: EFFECTS OF STRUCTURAL

CONT INUIT Y ON FEATURE BINDI NG

W. JAY DOWL ING

University of Texas at Dallas

BARBA RA TILLMANN

Lyon Neuroscience Research Center, Lyon, France

PREVIOUS RESEARCH (MUSIC PERCEPTION, 2002,
Issue 2) demonstrated improvement in recognition
memory across delays increasing from 5 to 15 s while
listening to novel music, attributable to a decline in false
alarms to similar lures. We hypothesize that this
improvement results from delayed binding of features.
At short delays, targets and similar lures are easily con-
fused because they share individual features such as
melodic contour and musical key. Binding those fea-
tures into a coherent memory representation—such as
encoding the pitch level at which the contour is attached
to the scale—reduces that confusion and hence false
alarms to similar lures. Here we report eight experi-
ments in which we explore the conditions under which
this continued encoding occurs, and test specific
hypotheses concerning the particular features involved.
These phenomena involve the binding of complex fea-
tures of nonverbal material, and are explained in terms
of theoretical descriptions of the features and the repre-
sentations resulting from binding. We envisage future
studies investigating this binding phenomenon with
neurophysiological methods in the study of cognition
in aging.
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R ECOGNITION MEMORY FOR MUSIC DIFFERS

from verbal memory. For example, Sachs
(1967) tested memory for sentences embedded

in prose stories and found that memory for details, such
as exact word order, declined with increasing delay.
Sachs found that participants’ ability to discriminate
between repetitions of target sentences and similar lures
(which had the same meaning as targets but different
word order) declined over time. Tillmann and Dowling
(2007, Experiment 3) replicated Sachs’s result using

a format similar to that of the present experiments.
Listeners heard prose stories in which target sentences
that occurred early in the passage were tested after
delays of 4.8 and 28.8 s during which they heard the
continuation of the story. The results are shown in
Table 1 and Figure 1. Discrimination between target test
items and similar, same-meaning lures declined from
82% correct to 63% over the delay, as measured by area
under the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic—
a measure of unbiased proportion correct where chance
equals .50, derived from plotting hit vs. false-alarm rates
obtained used confidence-level response scales—Swets,
1973).1 This result is reflected in the hit and false-alarm
rates: hits (correct responses to target test items)
decreased from .81 to .68 across the delay, while false
alarms to similar lures increased from .26 to .38.2 In
contrast, Dowling, Tillmann, and Ayers (2002, Experi-
ment 1; see Table 1 and Figure 2) tested memory for
musical phrases embedded in pieces and found that
memory for musical details improved with increasing
delay, seen in the improvement in area scores from .61
to .78. At a short delay of 5 s, participants had difficulty
rejecting similar lures (which shared the melodic and
rhythmic contour of targets, but with the melody at
a different pitch level), but were able to reject them after
a longer delay of 15 s (over which time the false-alarm
rate declined from .56 to .22). Thus, there was an oppo-
site effect of delay on discrimination of targets from
similar lures in memory for prose stories vs. memory
for pieces of music.

This result was surprising not only because it showed
a clear divergence between results with verbal materials
and with music, but also because of its implications for

1 In our previous studies (Dowling et al., 2002; Tillmann & Dowling,
2007; Tillmann et al., 2013) and in the literature this is often referred to as
MOC (Memory Operating Characteristic).

2 The principle difference between Sachs’s (1967) method and ours is
that whereas our short delay included brief filler material (as in the music
studies), hers involved an immediate test. This led to better performance
at her short delay than ours. Our long delays were roughly the same as
hers, and the hit and false-alarm rates are quite similar. In Sachs’s Figure 1
the hit and false-alarm rates for test targets, similar lures (averaged over
her two types), and different lures, for the short and long delay, were
(respectively): .92-.64, .15-.39, and .12-.28. Note the similarity to the long
delay results from Tillmann and Dowling (2007) in Table 1.
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the process of encoding novel music. Shifts in false-
alarm rates, such as those found by Dowling et al.
(2002), could be due to encoding processes, mainte-
nance of the memory trace, or retrieval processes. In

Experiment 7 below, we report results that lead us to
reject a plausible retrieval-based hypothesis for the
effect. We believe that encoding processes are responsi-
ble for the effect, and so for now we shall focus on them.

TABLE 1. Area Under the ROC for Target Test Item/Similar Lure (T/S) and Target Test Item/Different Lure (T/D), and Comparisons and Hits
and False Alarms for Target Test Items (T), Similar Lures (S), and Different Lures (D) at Short and Long Time Delays in Experiments 1-8.

Comparison Item

T/S T/D T S D

Short Long Short Long Short Long Short Long Short Long

Dowling et al. Exp 1 .61 .78 .78 .81 .73 .70 .56 .22 .26 .16
Dowling et al. Exp 3 (silent interval) .87 .86 .97 .95 .87 .77 .35 .14 .07 .02
Tillmann & Dowling (Exp. 3; prose stories) .82 .63 .78 .78 .81 .68 .26 .38 .29 .24
1: music (replication), N ¼ 44 .69 .76 .80 .80 .66 .42 .42 .24 .22 .17
2: scrambled beats within measures (N ¼ 26) .61 .71 .73 .75 .69 .60 .49 .32 .35 .24
3: filler transposed 1 semitone (N ¼ 37) .63 .75 .77 .81 .67 .67 .51 .27 .24 .18
4: gavotte filler – different key & meter (N ¼ 20) .66 .64 .81 .77 .79 .59 .56 .44 .31 .22
5: minuet filler – different key, same meter (N ¼ 35)

same minuet control .48 .75 .58 .79 .63 .41
different minuet .65 .69 .61 .56 .38 .29

6: filler changes timbre (N ¼ 70)
test timbre same .61 .52 .83 .74 .80 .70 .62 .63 .28 .29
test timbre different .56 .55 .65 .62 .69 .64 .61 .59 .45 .46

7: different lures copy targets but with contour of
melody changed (N ¼ 31)

.66 .75 .72 .70 .66 .61 .30 .23 .44 .30

8: similar lures copy targets with pitch level of
melody changed (N ¼ 40)
untrained .64 .61 .61 .61 .41 .41
moderately trained .66 .75 .62 .65 .40 .25

Note: The ‘‘filler’’ material or other conditions of the experiment are noted. Column labels ‘‘Short’’ and ‘‘Long’’ refer to experiment delays of 4s and 12s respectively, except for
Experiment 3 and the experiments of Dowling et al. (2002) where they refer to 5s and 15s.

FIGURE 1. Results of Tillmann and Dowling (2007) Experiment 3. (Left) Area under the ROC showing unbiased proportion correct discrimination of

target test items from similar lures (T/S) and from different lures (T/D) at short and long delays. (Right) Proportions of hits to target test items (T), and

false alarms to similar lures (S) and different lures (D) at short and long delays.
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When considered from the perspective of encoding,
this result appears to imply that the encoding of musical
phrases continues for some seconds after the phrase has
been presented, and that it continues while the listener
is ostensibly following the ongoing music and beginning
the encoding of subsequent phrases. To take a specific
example of the kind of continued encoding we have in
mind, consider the features of the initial phrases of
Beethoven’s Minuet in G in Figure 3. In the experiments
of Dowling et al. (2002), the initial phrase, designated by
bracket 1, could serve as a target (exposition) to be
tested after a short delay of two intervening measures
with the phrase designated by bracket 3. The latter
phrase is a similar lure, sharing the melodic and rhyth-
mic contour of the initial phrase (the pattern of ups and
downs of pitch and of relative note durations), but with
the melody shifted in pitch along the scale. The melody
in bracket 1 begins on the third scale degree and goes up
to the fifth, whereas the melody in bracket 3 begins on
the first scale degree (the tonic) and goes up to the third.
This relationship of the target to the similar lure, in
which the melodic contour is shifted along the scale,
is typical of the targets and similar lures in those experi-
ments, including the ones of the present study. In their
Experiment 1, Dowling et al. (2002) found that after
such a short delay (5 s) the false-alarm rate to similar
lures was .56, whereas after a longer delay of 6 interven-
ing measures (15 s), the false-alarm rate dropped to .22
(see Table 1). Since the hit rate to target test items (that
copied the target) remained relatively constant across
this delay (.73-.70), the decrease in false alarms led to an

improvement in area under the ROC from .61 to .78.
That is, at the short delay listeners were somewhat con-
fused between target (test) items and similar lures, but
after an additional 10 s they were much better able to
discriminate them. To explain this, we hypothesize that
additional encoding of the original target stimulus takes
place during the time between the short and the long
delay. We propose that at the short delay, the test item is
evaluated just in terms of its individual features. As
a similar lure shares the highly salient features of con-
tour and key (musical scale) with the target, the listener
is inclined to make a positive response —a false alarm
—on the basis of these individual features. During
the additional delay, the memory system is able to bind
the individual features together, so that not only are the
contour and the scale encoded, but also the relationship
between them: the place along the scale where the con-
tour is fixed, and thus taking into consideration the
tonal functions of the notes. Once the contour is bound
to the scale in the memory representation, it becomes
apparent that the contour falls on a different scale
degree in the similar lure than in the original target, and
the test item can be rejected (the correct response).3

FIGURE 2. Results of Dowling et al. (2002) Experiment 1. (Left) Area under the ROC showing unbiased proportion correct discrimination of target test

items from similar lures (T/S) and from different lures (T/D) at short and long delays. (Right) Proportions of hits to target test items (T), and false

alarms to similar lures (S) and different lures (D) at short and long delays.

3 Based on converging evidence from experiments over the past three
decades we believe that recognition of novel melodies in short-term para-
digms such as those employed here is primarily based on familiarity,
rather than recollection (Dowling, 2010; Dowling et al., 1995). At a short
delay similar lures seem familiar because of feature matches with targets.
Later, after a longer delay, when a more detailed representation of the
target has been formed, mismatches with that detailed representation
make the similar lure seem less familiar.
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This binding hypothesis explains the improvement in
false-alarm rates for similar lures over time, and is also
consistent with the results of Dowling et al.’s (2002)
Experiment 3 (see Table 1). In that experiment, a silent
interval (short or long) followed the presentation of the
target (exposition), and false-alarm rates to similar lures
at the short delay were 20 percentage points less than in
their Experiment 1. This suggests that when the listeners
are not presented with continuing music to encode
between target and test, and hence not distracted from
encoding the target, that encoding, including the bind-
ing of individual features, proceeds relatively quickly.
Overall performance remains strong across both short
and long delays, with area scores of .87 and .86. Note
that here there is an apparent shift of response criterion
between the short and the long delay, in that hits and
both types of false alarm decline over the delay, while
the area score remains constant. Hence, it appears that
the binding of features such as contour and scale is
slowed when the listeners are attempting to follow and
encode ongoing music at the same time as they are
completing the encoding of earlier phrases.

We propose that the binding process just described,
along with other encoding processes, is involved in
musical structure building, similar to the structure
building described by Gernsbacher (1990, 1997) for
stories. In musical structure building, a coherent mental
representation of a section of a piece is gradually built
up during listening by adding information and connec-
tions among features as the piece continues. The bind-
ing of the melodic contour and a specific scale degree
was suggested by Dowling’s (1978) theory that a melody
is formed cognitively by attaching a contour to a scale.
Binding contributes to structure building by transform-
ing the abstract contour into a ‘‘dynamic shape’’ (Jones,
Summerell, & Marshburn, 1987) in which the tonal
tendencies of the pitches of the melody are brought into
play by attaching the contour to the scale, so that differ-
ences of stability among the pitches appear in relation to
the tonal hierarchy (Krumhansl, 1990), especially in the
final pitches of a phrase. As an example in which this
change due to binding is stronger than in the preceding
example, consider the phrase in bracket 2 (Figure 3).
The contour is attached to the scale so that the phrase

FIGURE 3. Examples of stimuli. The brackets indicate placement of possible target and test phrases in Beethoven’s Minuet in G. The :|| sign

indicates an optional repeat of the material preceding this sign before continuing with the remaining part of the minuet (bracket 5). Bracket 1

indicates a test phrase that could be tested after a short delay at bracket 3 with an S. The phrase at bracket 2 could be tested after a long delay with

a T (a copy of the original phrase) by taking the repeat. Bracket 5 indicates a potential test with a D of the phrase at bracket 1 that cannot be used

because of the intervening imitation at bracket 3. Bracket 4 indicates a potential test with a D after a short delay of bracket 2. The phrase at bracket

6 can test bracket 2 after a long delay with a D in case the repeat is not taken. This example excerpt as well as example excerpts from Experiments

1 to 8 can found at http://olfac.univ-lyon1.fr/bt-sound.html.
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ends on the third scale degree. Contrast this with the
same contour in bracket 7 at the end of the piece, where
the phrase ends on the first degree (tonic), achieving
a much stronger sense of closure. The difference in
degree of closure achieved by the phrase contributes
to the listener’s understanding of the structure of the
piece—namely, that the phrase in bracket 7 comes at the
end of a major section. The overall structure of the piece
includes a beginning, a middle, and an end, and these
differences in closure, produced by the specific binding
of contour and scale, are cues to where a particular
phrase falls in that scheme.

There is considerable evidence that listeners use cues
such as a cadence, in which the melody ends on the
tonic (bracket 7 vs. bracket 2), to decide whether they
are in the middle or at the end of a piece. Tillmann,
Bigand, and Madurell (1998) presented listeners with
halves of 16-bar minuets (similar to those of the present
study) and had them decide which were final sections
(vs. initial sections). Generally listeners chose as endings
the sections that closed with an ‘‘authentic’’ cadence;
that is, a cadence in which the harmony progresses from
the dominant (V) chord to the tonic (I) chord and the
melody ends on the tonic, as in bracket 7. In their
experiment, listeners —including musicians and non-
musicians —were confused by overall key relationships
in the pieces; that is, in pieces in which the initial section
changed key but ended with an authentic cadence in the
new key (as in bracket 4 of Figure 3), they often chose
such an initial section as a final one. This shows that
they were still using the closure of the authentic cadence
(on the local level) as a cue in their structure building,
even if they had difficulties in tracking the global key
relationships that placed it in relation to the initial key
of the piece.

When interpreting the improvement in performance
between the short and long delays as the result of the
listeners’ continuing structure building while the music
continues, we faced the question concerning the condi-
tions under which those processes tend to continue or
be interrupted. For stories, Gernsbacher (1990, 1997)
found that a structure is developed until a point of
closure occurs (such as a scene change in a story). At
that point, the structure is summarized as a ‘‘gist,’’ losing
details, and a new structure is begun. After replicating
the basic result of Dowling et al. (2002) in Experiment 1
here, Experiments 2 through 6 aimed to disrupt the
process of continued encoding and structure building
using various manipulations of the ‘‘filler material’’
between the target and the test (see Table 1). We found
little disruption of the improvement in performance
when we scrambled the contents within individual

measures of the filler material by randomizing the order
of the beats (Experiment 2), or when we transposed the
filler material up one semitone (Experiment 3). How-
ever, when we substituted passages from gavottes (in
a different key and meter—4/4 rather than 3/4—Exper-
iment 4), or material from other minuets (different key
but same meter—Experiment 5), or when the filler
changed timbre (Experiment 6), discrimination
between targets and similar lures no longer improved.
This leads us to conclude that if the ongoing material is
perceived as coming from a new piece, or a new source
(in the sense of Bregman’s, 1990, auditory scene analy-
sis), then structure building is disrupted and the mem-
ory system discontinues its encoding of earlier material
and discards the previous structure, perhaps starting
a new one, as with the stories.

An alternative explanation for our effect, one that
emphasizes retrieval rather than encoding, could be
raised. This explanation supposes that what changes
with increasing delay after the presentation of the target
(exposition) is not the state of the listeners’ encodings of
the target, but rather the availability of melodic contour
as a retrieval cue. Dowling and Bartlett (1981), as well as
DeWitt and Crowder (1986), suggest that after brief
delays, similar lures are confused with target (test) items
because of the overwhelming availability of contour as
a cue; however, after a longer delay the salience of con-
tour declines, making it possible to compare the test
item with the memory for the target (exposition) in
terms of other shared and not-shared cues. We tested
this alternative explanation in Experiment 7, in which
we constructed different lures that differed from target
(exposition) items only in melodic contour (unlike the
target (test)/different-lure pair in Figure 3, brackets 2
and 4, which differ in numerous other features as well).
If contour decreased in salience over the longer delay,
then discrimination between target (test) items and
these different contour lures should decline, and false
alarms to those different contour lures (which differed
only in contour) should increase. However, the results
did not show that pattern, and discrimination between
target test items and different-contour lures remained
strong after the long delay, supporting our explanation
in terms of continued encoding and structure building.

Finally, in Experiment 8, we tested a specific hypoth-
esis generated by our proposed binding framework. If
the binding of a melodic contour to the musical scale is
the critical accomplishment of the memory system
between the short and the long delay, then rejection of
similar lures should improve with delay even when
a shift of the contour along the scale is the only aspect
differentiating target (test) items from similar lures.
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Because in the previous experiments we were aiming for
the ecological validity of an actual listening situation by
using the minuets just as written by the composer, sim-
ilar lures had involved mainly a shift of the melody
along the scale, but also other changes as well (as can
be seen in Figure 3, brackets 1 and 3—note changes in
the bass line). In Experiment 8, similar lures were exact
copies of targets, except for a shift in the pitch level of
the melody. In this case, we replicated the improvement
in performance for listeners with moderate amounts of
music training, confirming our hypothesis, at least for
that group of listeners.

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was designed as a replication of Dowling
et al.’s (2002) Experiment 1 with a new and larger set of
stimuli and with delays of 4 and 12 s. The shorter delays
came from the use of a faster tempo of 90 beats/min
throughout, which made the minuets sound more nat-
ural than the previous tempo of 72 beats/min.

METHOD

We provide a detailed method section here, and for
subsequent experiments simply note differences. The
new set of stimuli used in Experiment 1 was drawn from
a different set of minuets than those of Dowling et al.’s
(2002) Experiment 1, and so in some of the succeeding
experiments we combined the two sets of minuets, giv-
ing us a larger set of stimuli to use in creating counter-
balanced lists as well as for testing particular
comparisons between conditions.

Participants. Forty-four undergraduates at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Dallas (mean age 24.8 yr) served in
Experiment 1 as part of their course requirements in
psychology. Twenty were categorized as moderately
trained in music and had at least 2 yr of explicit music
training (defined as lessons on an instrument or voice,
or playing in an instrumental ensemble; M ¼ 6.1 yr,
SD¼ 4.1 yr). Twenty-four participants with less training
were categorized as musically untrained. Since music
training was involved in neither simple effects nor inter-
actions in the analyses of any of the experiments except
Experiment 8, we have omitted it from the analyses
reported for the first seven experiments. No participant
served in more than one experiment. None indicated
that they had absolute pitch, though we did not ask
explicitly about that.

Stimuli. The stimuli were drawn from classical minuets,
waltzes, German dances, and Ländler written for piano
between 1750 and 1828 by Haydn (1984, 1989), Mozart

(1956, 1992), Beethoven (1967, 1987, 1990), and Schu-
bert (1989—see also Lakos, 1994, for a piece by Handel).
We included some minuets from Mozart’s sonatas for
violin and piano, adding the violin notes to the piano
part. These dances in 3/4 time followed a form in which
an initial section of 8-12 measures (delimited by a repeat
sign) was followed by a (usually longer) section of 8-32
measures (see Figure 3 for an example, but one that we
used only as a sample stimulus in the experiments
because of its widespread familiarity). In the large music
library at Southern Methodist University, we found 106
of these minuets that met our criteria, drawn from
among all the minuets in the volumes just cited plus
a few miscellaneous collections of similar pieces, such as
Lakos (1994). We selected pieces in which potential tar-
get phrases were neither repeated nor imitated in the
continuation of the piece prior to potential test phrases.
The test phrases were repetitions of the target phrase (as
in Figure 3, bracket 1), imitations that preserved the
melodic and rhythmic contour of the target phrase
(similar lures, Figure 3, bracket 3), or phrases differing
in rhythmic and melodic contour from any preceding
phrase (different lures, Figure 3, bracket 6), all just as
the composer had written them. We made a different
random selection of these pieces for each of the follow-
ing experiments, with the constraint that equal numbers
of each trial type would be represented (since not all
minuets afforded all of the six types of trial: tests of
targets, and similar and different lures at short and long
delays).

On each trial, participants heard the first 12 to 20 s of
a piece. One of the first two phrases of the piece (during
the first 8 s, or roughly 4 measures) was chosen as
a target (exposition) to be tested later. The music was
presented without any indication about where the target
phrase was situated. Half of the targets consisted of the
first phrase of the piece (roughly, measures 1 and 2) and
half the second phrase (roughly, measures 3 and 4).
A new piece appeared on every trial. The minuets were
presented at a tempo of 90 beats/min, so that each 3/4
measure took 1 s. Hence test phrases occurred within the
piece after delays following the presentation of the target
of 4 or 12 s—that is, with 2 or 6 measures of intervening
‘‘filler’’ material, which was exactly what the composer
had written. Since the test phrases all occurred exactly as
they had in the original score, whatever contextual cues
there were to their content applied equally for all three
test item types.

The onset of the test was signaled by a soft, high-
pitched ‘‘beep,’’ separated from the rest of the music
by at least two octaves, and occurring one-half beat
before the test (that is, on an unoccupied off-beat, and

16 W. Jay Dowling & Barbara Tillmann
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so conflicting with no other notes). The music stopped
after presentation of the test phrase and participants
were given 10 s to respond before the beginning of the
next trial.

The test phrase was either a target (test) —an exact
repetition of the target (exposition) —or an imitation of
the original target that changed one or more features of
the target but left the melodic and rhythmic contour
largely intact (similar lure), or a new phrase not heard
before in the piece (different lure). For example, the
phrase in bracket 2 of Figure 3 could be tested as a target
(test) after a long delay by taking the repeat at the: || sign
and coming back to the same phrase after 6 intervening
measures. The phrase in bracket 1 could be tested as
a similar lure after a short delay (two measures) with the
phrase in bracket 3. And the phrase in bracket 2 could
be tested with a similar lure after a long delay with the
phrase in bracket 6. (Note that using a target (test) did
not always involve a repeat; this is just a characteristic of
the present example, which has an eight-bar first sec-
tion.) Note that the phrase in bracket 1 could not be
tested after a long delay with the different phrase in
bracket 5 because the phrase in bracket 1 is imitated
in bracket 3, which is likely to remind the listener of
the target (exposition) phrase.

There were six conditions defined by the combination
of two delays (4 s or 12 s) and three types of test phrases
(target (test), similar lure, or different lure). There were
48 trials in all, with eight of each type. The order of trials
was randomized so that the list consisted of four per-
mutations of blocks of trials containing twelve trials.
A block consisted of six trial types each involving target
(exposition) items occurring in either measures 1-2 or
3-4. This ensured that each type of trial would be tested
equally often during various phases of the list. The list of
trials was divided into two equal sections, and half the
participants heard the sections in reverse order. This
was done to minimize carry-over effects.

Stimuli were played by the first author, one hand at
a time and at a slow tempo (60 beat/min), on a Yamaha
Clavinova P-100 (which has weighted piano keys and
touch-sensitive responses) and recorded by a PC-type
computer via its MIDI interface. Though no attempt
was made to make these performances ‘‘expressive’’ in
a broader sense, particular attention was given to artic-
ulation, phrasing, and dynamics within each phrase to
make the performance as natural and aesthetically
pleasing as possible within these constraints. The tech-
niques used were essentially those taught in the first
2 yr of piano study. We used Cakewalk software to edit
the recordings, correct recording errors, combine the
voices, and impose a uniform tempo. The tempo was

a uniform 90 beats/min to produce short and long
delays between the introduction of an item and its test
of 4 and 12 s (except where noted). Even though local
tempo variations within each piece would have
sounded more natural, such variations are context
dependent—determined by the place of a phrase
within a section (Gabrielsson, 1999).4 We used the
Cakewalk editor to insert the exact repetitions of tar-
gets that served as target (test) items. Stimuli were
stored as midi files and played for participants on a
computer controlled Yamaha TG-500 synthesizer
using its ‘‘acoustic piano’’ voice and presented to par-
ticipants in group sessions of three to five listeners via
loudspeakers at comfortable levels (except in Experi-
ments 7 and 8 where they were recorded as CD-quality
.wav files and presented via headphones). Listeners
with different amounts of training were not assigned
to different group sessions.

Procedure. Participants were introduced to the experi-
ment by a brief explanation of the task including exam-
ples of the differences among target (test) items, similar
lures, and different lures. The instructions emphasized
that participants should respond same only when the
test item was exactly the same as the target, and to reject
similar lures as well as different lures; earlier research
indicates that participants would be likely to find it
difficult to do otherwise (Dowling & Bartlett, 1981).
Participants were instructed to respond with pencil
and paper using a six-point confidence-level scale
on which 6 ¼ very sure same, 5 ¼ sure same, 4 ¼ same,
3 ¼ different, 2 ¼ sure different, and 1 ¼ very sure
different. In Experiments 7 and 8 participants
responded with number keys on the computer. Parti-
cipants also completed a brief questionnaire concern-
ing music training.

Data analysis. Responses to the three test item compar-
isons were reduced to two areas under the ROC
(receiver operating characteristic), one assessing dis-
crimination between target (test) items and similar

4 It is true that the dynamics (loudness pattern) of a phrase can be
affected by context, thus making similar lures occurring at the ends of
sections less similar to targets than similar lures in the middle of a section
(and hence likely to be at a shorter delay). However, we doubt that this
had an effect on the results. A new experiment (Tillmann et al., 2013)
utilized stimuli played expressively by an expert pianist who used a wide
range of tempos and introduced expressive differences between target
(exposition) items and test items. The results were qualitatively similar
to those reported here. And in Experiments 7 and 8 we used different
lures that were exact copies of targets except for changes in pitch contour
(Experiment 7), and similar lures that were exact copies of targets except
for the pitch level of the melody (Experiment 8).
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lures, and the other discrimination between target (test)
items and different lures (referred to as T/S and T/D
discrimination in Table 1 and the figures). Each area
score was based on 16 data points: 8 hit rates and 8 false
alarm rates. The six-point scale provided us with five
criterion placements on the ROC with which to calcu-
late the area. Area under the ROC provides an unbiased
estimate of proportion correct where chance is .50
(Swets, 1973). The area score provides a better measure
of performance than, for example, d’ based on the crite-
rion between responses 3 and 4, because it preserves
more response information and over the years has been
seen to be uncorrelated with measures of bias (unlike d’—
see Dowling, Kwak, & Andrews, 1995; Verde, Macmillan,
& Rotello, 2006).

We report analyses of variance (ANOVAs) of the area
scores in Table 1, along with the proportions of hits and
false alarms to target (test) items and the two kinds of
lure. We report the results of t-tests on the differences
for those proportions between the short and the long
delays. What is important to our argument is first, to see
whether the area scores assessing discrimination between
target (test) items and similar lures increase with delay,
and then to see if that improvement is accompanied by
a significant decrease in false alarms to similar lures.
Without the improvement in the bias-free area score,
changes in the similar lure false alarm rate might merely
reflect changes in response criterion when seen in con-
junction with decreases in hits and similar-lure false
alarms. Inspection of Table 1 will reveal cases in which

hit and false-alarm rates change without a change in area
scores. This was observed in the present Experiment 4
and in Dowling et al.’s, (2002) Experiment 3, in which all
three proportions of hits and false alarms declined over
time, but with little effect on area scores for target (test)
items and similar lures.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The area scores from Experiment 1 (Table 1 and
Figure 4A) were subjected to a 2 Delay (short/long) X
2 Item Comparison (target (test) vs. similar lures/target
(test) vs. different lures) repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA). Discrimination between target (test)
items and different lures was better than that between
target (test) items and similar lures, F(1, 43) ¼ 27.70,
p < .001, MSE ¼ 0.008. The interaction between Delay
and Item Comparison, F(1, 43) ¼ 7.44, p < .01, MSE ¼
0.007, indicated that performance improved with delay
for discrimination between target (test) items and similar
lures, t(42) ¼ 2.28, p < .05, but not for discrimination
between target (test) items and different lures. No other
effects were significant.

The improvement in discrimination between target
(test) items and similar lures was accompanied by a sig-
nificant decrease in similar lure false alarms, from .42 to
.24, t(42) ¼ 3.84, p < .001 (see Table 1 and Figure 4B).
There was also an additional criterion shift leading to
significant declines in hits, t(42) ¼ 2.76, p < .01, and
in different-lure false alarms, t(42) ¼ 2.47, p < .01.
Note that although the area scores in Experiment 1

FIGURE 4. Results of Experiment 1, a replication of Dowling et al. (2002) Experiment 1. (Left) Area under the ROC showing unbiased proportion correct

discrimination of target test items from similar lures (T/S) and from different lures (T/D) at short and long delays. (Right) Proportions of hits to target

test items (T), and false alarms to similar lures (S) and different lures (D) at short and long delays.
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were in the same range as those of Dowling et al.’s
(2002) Experiment 1, the hit rates were generally
lower, perhaps due to the different selection of stimulus
items.

Experiment 2

The results of Experiment 1 replicated those of Dowling
et al. (2002, Experiment 1) with a new set of musical
pieces. Having replicated those results, we wanted to
explore the limits of this phenomenon. We thought
that it might be the case that the coherence of the
‘‘filler’’ material occurring between target (exposition)
and test might be important to the improved rejection
of similar lures with greater delay. Hence we decided
to increase the complexity and reduce the coherence
of the filler material while preserving its overall struc-
ture, to see if this would produce increased interfer-
ence and disrupt the continued encoding of the initial
phrases. Therefore in Experiment 2 we scrambled the
contents of measures in the filler. We randomly rear-
ranged the order of the beats within each measure, so
that everything contained in the first beat was moved
to beat 2 or beat 3, etc. This destroyed the details of
the melodic line and the harmony, while preserving
both in broad outline.

METHOD

Participants. Twenty-six participants served in Experi-
ment 2; 11 were moderately trained and 15 untrained.

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of a new sample of 48 minuets
from the 106 available, and were constructed as in
Experiment 1, with the contents of all of the measures
between the end of the target (exposition) and the
beginning of the test rearranged randomly. We divided
the contents of each measure into three packages corre-
sponding to the three beats, and randomized the order
of those packages, with no two successive measures
rearranged in the same way.

To assure ourselves that the scrambling produced
a deleterious effect on the perceived structure, we ran
a control experiment in which we asked ten partici-
pants not taking part in any of the experiments to rate
the stimuli from both Experiments 1 and 2 for coher-
ence on a ten-point scale. The stimuli with intact music
received higher coherence ratings (7.0) than the stim-
uli with scrambled measures (5.9), F(1, 9) ¼ 10.61, p <
.01.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Area scores (Table 1 and Figure 5A) were subjected to a 2
Delay X 2 Item Comparison repeated measures ANOVA.
Discrimination between target (test) items and different
lures was better than that between target (test) items
and similar lures (.74 vs. .66), F(1, 25) ¼ 11.33, p < .01,
MSE¼ 0.015. The Delay X Item Comparison interaction,
F(1, 25) ¼ 5.20, p < .05, MSE ¼ 0.009, showed that area
scores increased with delay for discrimination between
target (test) items and similar lures (from .61 to .71),
t(24) ¼ 2.35, p < .05, but not for discrimination between

FIGURE 5. Results of Experiment 2, in which the order of beats in the filler material was scrambled within measures at short and long delays. (Left)

Area under the ROC showing unbiased proportion correct discrimination of target test items from similar lures (T/S) and from different lures (T/D).

(Right) Proportions of hits to target test items (T), and false alarms to similar lures (S) and different lures (D) at short and long delays.
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target (test) items and different lures. No other effects
were significant.

Proportions of false alarms to similar lures declined
with delay from .49 to .32, t(24)¼ 12.68, p < .001. Again,
there was a criterion shift, in which hits declined by .09,
t(24)¼ 6.71, p < .001, and different lure false alarms by
.11, t(24) ¼ 8.20, p < .001 (see Table 1 and Figure 5B).

Memory improvement was observed again, even with
scrambled measures in the filler. As in Experiment 1, the
increase in area scores for target (test) items vs. similar
lures across the delay was produced by a drop in false
alarms to similar lures, in spite of a concurrent decrease
in hit rates. Overall performance was somewhat worse
than in Experiment 1, probably due to the distracting
nature of the scrambled filler material. The coherence
judgments showed that scrambling produced a deleteri-
ous effect on perceived structure. If some level of struc-
tural integrity is necessary to link the original target
(exposition) and the test in order to produce memory
improvement, the necessary linkage appears to operate
at a broader level than within-measure details, since
destroying some of those details did not eliminate the
discrimination improvement effect.

Experiment 3

We were surprised that scrambling the contents of mea-
sures in Experiment 2 did not disrupt the improvement
of target (test) vs. similar lure discrimination observed
in Experiment 1. We wondered if shifting the key of the
filler material by one semitone would cause a disruption
in continued processing. Therefore in Experiment 3 we
kept the original continuation of the minuet as in Exper-
iment 1, but changed the key of the entire filler material
by transposing it up one semitone, shifting back to the
key of the original target (exposition) for the test item.
A shift by one semitone does not disrupt the melodic
contour or rhythmic continuity; however, it does
involve a modulation to a distant key, thus introducing
some tonal incoherence and a shift to a largely new set
of pitches.

METHOD

Participants. Thirty-seven participants served in Exper-
iment 3; 21 were moderately trained and 16 untrained.

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of a new sample of minuets
selected from the pool of available minuets, and were
constructed as in Experiment 1, but with the material
between the end of the target (exposition) and the
beginning of the test raised in pitch by one semitone.
The stimuli were presented at a tempo of 72 beats/min,

resulting in delays of 5 and 15 s, because this experiment
was done as part of the series of experiments described
in Dowling et al. (2002), before we introduced the faster
tempo of 90 beats/min.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Area scores (Table 1 and Figure 6A) were subjected to
a 2 Delay X 2 Item Comparison repeated measures
ANOVA. There was better performance at the long
delay (.78) than the short delay (.70), F(1, 36) ¼ 9.91,
p < .01, MSE ¼ 0.024. Performance with comparisons
between target (test) items and different lures was better
(.79) than with comparisons between target (test) items
and same lures (.69), F(1, 36) ¼ 63.47, p < .001, MSE ¼
0.006. The interaction between Delay and Item Com-
parison, F(1, 36) ¼ 14.76, p < .001, MSE ¼ 0.005, indi-
cated improvement with delay for comparisons between
target (test) items and similar lures (from .63 to .75),
t(35) ¼ 4.05, p < .001, but not for comparisons between
target (test) items and different lures (ns). No other
effects were significant.

Proportions of false alarms to similar lures declined
sharply with delay from .51 to .27, t(35)¼ 4.92, p < .001,
whereas hits remained constant and false alarms to
different lures declined, but not significantly (see Table 1
and Figure 6B).

The shift in key of the filler material had little effect on
discrimination improvement, and overall performance
was about the same as in Experiment 1. It may be that
the shift upward by one semitone was hardly noticed by
our moderately trained and untrained participants, since
such a shift is common in a wide range of popular music
from country and Western to Christmas songs, where
successive stanzas of a song are often presented one semi-
tone higher to add excitement. And although a half-step
transposition represents quite a distant modulation (five
steps around the circle of fifths), musically untrained
participants might be more attuned to pitch-height
differences than to distances in terms of the tonal frame-
work (Krumhansl & Shepard, 1979). Furthermore, the
return to the original key, down a half step, simply put
the test item in the same key as the target (exposition).
Previous research has shown that for both musician
and nonmusician listeners, incoherence in tonality
does not influence target detection in short minuets.
Tillmann and Bigand (1998) found that memory per-
formance was equally good for minuets presented
coherently (with respect to tonality) as for minuets
with parts transposed to different keys that were close
in pitch height but tonally distant in terms of the circle
of fifths.
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Experiment 4

In Experiment 2 and 3, neither reducing the coherence
of the filler material by scrambling within measures, nor
shifting the filler by one semitone had much effect on
memory performance. In Experiment 4 we produced
what we thought might be greater incoherence by
substituting passages from gavottes for the continua-
tions of the minuets. Gavottes have a duple meter (being
in 4/4 time) rather than a triple meter like the minuets,
so that their substitution results in considerable metrical
(as well as thematic) incoherence. We also introduced
the gavotte material in a different but closely related key
to that of the minuet, an additional difference we
thought should produce incoherence.

METHOD

Participants. Twenty participants served in Experiment
4; 10 were moderately trained and 10 untrained.

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of a new sample of 48 minuets
from the total set of 106, and were constructed as in
Experiment 1, but with excerpts from gavottes drawn
from the same historical/stylistic period substituted for
the material between the end of the target (exposition)
and the beginning of the test, replacing the same num-
ber of beats (the same time delay) as had been there in
the minuets. The passages from the gavottes were drawn
from the same composers’ albums of dances as well as
from Lakos (1994), utilizing material that was structur-
ally parallel to the to-be-replaced minuet passages. That

is, they typically involved phrases beginning around the
third or fifth measure of the first section of the gavotte.
The initial beat of a gavotte phrase (on the third beat of
a 4/4 measure) was aligned with the initial beat of the
minuet phrase following the target (exposition) presen-
tation, and the interpolated gavotte material replaced
the minuet material and continued for the requisite
number of beats at the same tempo. We minimized
disruption of the overall contour and texture of the
minuet by choosing gavotte passages that joined the
adjacent minuet with relatively smooth voice leading
in all the parts. The gavottes were in nearby keys to the
minuets (one or two added flats or sharps; that is, one or
two steps around the circle of fifths). Because of the
possibility that the two sets of minuets we were working
with might be differentially memorable (cf. the disparity
in hit rates in Table 1) we made two separate lists for each
condition, one using the stimulus set from Experiment 1
and the other the stimulus set from Experiment 1 of
Dowling et al. (2002). Approximately equal numbers of
participants performed the experiment with each list.
There were no significant effects arising from the differ-
ence between lists. There were 48 trials in each list.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Area scores (Table 1 and Figure 7A) were subjected to
a 2 Delay X 2 Item Comparison repeated measures
ANOVA. Performance was better for discrimination
between target (test) items and different lures (.79) than
for comparisons between target (test) items and similar

FIGURE 6. Results of Experiment 3, in which the filler material was transposed up 1 semitone. (Left) Area under the ROC showing unbiased proportion

correct discrimination of target test items from similar lures (T/S) and from different lures (T/D) at short and long delays. (Right) Proportions of hits to

target test items (T), and false alarms to similar lures (S) and different lures (D) at short and long delays.
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lures (.65), F(1, 19) ¼ 68.63, p < .01, MSE ¼ 0.006. No
other effects were significant.

The proportions of similar-lure false alarms, t(18) ¼
2.85, p < .01, and hits, t(18)¼ 3.01, p < .01, declined with
delay, and different-lure false alarms declined by a non-
significant amount, due to an apparent shift toward more
conservative response criteria (fewer ‘‘same’’ responses)
at the longer delay (see Table 1 and Figure 7B).

Switching to gavottes with different meter and differ-
ent key during the delay apparently produces sufficient
incoherence to eliminate the discrimination improve-
ment effect. Note that even though similar-lure false
alarms declined by 12 percentage points, the accompa-
nying hit rates declined by 20 percentage points and the
area score for discrimination between target (test) items
and different-lure false alarms remained virtually con-
stant; there was clearly a shift in response bias from the
shorter to the longer delay. It may be that metric-
rhythmic continuity is necessary for the discrimination
improvement effect. What would happen if we
substituted a different minuet, leaving the meter constant
but changing the thematic content and key?

Experiment 5

Since a switch to gavottes coupled with changes in
meter and key was disruptive of memory improvement,
we decided to substitute different minuets in the filler
material (that is, same meter but different thematic con-
tent and in a different key). In a methodological refine-
ment over Experiment 4, we made the substitution only
for the two measures preceding the test. We did this
because in Experiment 4, there were 6 beats of disrup-
tive material at the 4-s delay, but 18 beats of disruptive
material at the 12-s delay. It is conceivable that the

poorer performance at the longer delay was simply due
to the greater amount of disruptive material, and not
specifically due to disruption of the melodic-rhythmic
link between target (exposition) and test. Therefore in
Experiment 5, we kept the amount of different interpo-
lated material constant at two measures in both the
short and the long delays. In addition to substituting
material from other minuets of the same period (a sub-
stitution comparable to that of Experiment 4), we
included a control condition in which the minuet simply
continued as written—essentially a replication of Exper-
iment 1. We tested only targets and similar lures, since
those provide the critical comparisons for the memory-
improvement effect previously observed.

METHOD

Participants. Thirty-five participants served in Experi-
ment 5; 17 were moderately trained and 18 untrained.
Approximately equal numbers of participants at each
level of training were assigned blindly to conditions in
which the different minuet was in a near key (one or two
additional flats or sharps) or a far key (four or five
additional flats or sharps).

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of a new sample of 48 minuets
of the total of 106 available, and were constructed as in
Experiment 4, but using only the 3-4 target position and
only target (test) items and similar lures as test items for
short and long delays. Experiment 5 introduced an
additional within-participant variable; type of interfer-
ing material (same vs. different minuet). The same-
minuet condition was a replication of Experiment 1.
In the different-minuet condition the two measures pre-
ceding the test item were replaced with two measures
from the corresponding passage in a different minuet

FIGURE 7. Results of Experiment 4, in which a gavotte was substituted in the filler material. (Left) Area under the ROC showing unbiased proportion

correct discrimination of target test items from similar lures (T/S) and from different lures (T/D) at short and long delays. (Right) Proportions of hits to

target test items (T), and false alarms to similar lures (S) and different lures (D) at short and long delays.
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that did not otherwise appear in the experiment. The
material from the different minuet was always in
a different key from that of the original: half were in a key
close to that of the original (one or two added flats or
sharps as in Experiment 4) and the other half were in
distant keys (four or five added flats or sharps). An anal-
ysis of the data revealed that there was no effect of key
distance of the interpolated material, so we collapsed
items across key distance for the analyses reported here.
In sum, there were 24 trials in each of the two conditions
(same vs. different minuet), providing 6 trials with each
type of test item.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Area scores (Table 1 and Figure 8A) for discrimination
between target (test) items and similar lures were sub-
jected to a 2 Minuet (same vs. different) X 2 Delay repeated
measures ANOVA. Performance was better with increas-
ing delay, F(1, 34) ¼ 24.47, p < .001, MSE ¼ 0.035. The
Minuet X Delay interaction, F(1, 34) ¼ 13.15, p < .01,
MSE ¼ 0.034, showed that there was stronger improve-
ment with the same minuet (.48 to .75), t(33) ¼ 3.62,
p < .01, than with the different minuet (.65 to .69), ns.
Thus, these results replicated Experiment 1 with the
continuation of the same minuet, but those results were
disrupted with the different minuet. There were no other
significant effects.

In the same-minuet condition, similar-lure false alarms
decreased from .63 to .41, t(33)¼ 3.51, p < .001, and hits

increased from .58 to .79, t(33)¼ 3.51, p < .001, over time
(see Table 1 and Figure 8B). In the different-minuet con-
dition, there were no significant changes in hits and false
alarms.

The discrimination improvement effect disappeared
when two measures of a different minuet were interpo-
lated before the test. Note that even though similar-lure
false alarms declined by 9 percentage points with the
different minuet filler, the decline was accompanied by
a decline in hit rates of 5 percentage points, leading to
only a slight, nonsignificant increase in the area scores;
there was obviously a shift to a more cautious response
criterion in the longer delay with the different-minuet
filler (see Table 1). Just two measures of a different min-
uet are sufficient to break the continuity linking target
(exposition) and test and to disrupt continued encoding
of the target phrase. Because the interpolated minuet
differed from the target minuet in both key and thematic
material, it is not possible to attribute this disruption
solely to one or the other factor, or to its accumulating
effect. But note that solely changing key on its own does
not disrupt the effect (Experiment 3),

Experiment 6

In Experiments 2-5, we kept the relationship between
targets and similar lures relatively constant while vary-
ing the nature of the filler material in the interval
between target (exposition) and test. The manipulations

FIGURE 8. Results of Experiment 5, in which the last two measures of the filler material were replaced with a different minuet, or not. (Left) Area

under the ROC showing unbiased proportion correct discrimination of target test items from similar lures (T/S) for same minuet and different minuet

filler at short and long delays. (Right) Proportions of hits to target test items (T), and false alarms to similar lures (S) for same minuet and different

minuet filler at short and long delays.
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of filler material in Experiments 2 and 3, which focused
on local violations of thematic material and on modest
changes in harmonic relations, did not disrupt the
musical continuity sufficiently to eliminate the discrim-
ination improvement effect observed in Experiment 1.
In contrast, the manipulations of Experiments 4 and 5,
which radically altered global thematic and key relation-
ships, were disruptive. It seems that introducing mate-
rial from another piece, and in a noticeably different
key, is sufficient to inhibit ongoing memory processing
of potential target (exposition) items in the interval
before the test.

In general, the features we altered in the filler material
in Experiments 2 through 5 were features that remained
constant between targets and similar lures. Those fea-
tures are important for defining the similarity of target
(test) items and similar lures: tonality, meter, melodic
contour, and rhythm. In addition to those features, there
is also timbre, which, in this style, like meter, generally
remains constant throughout the piece. In Experiment
6, we changed the timbre of the filler, keeping the same
timbre for target (exposition) and test, while preserving
thematic and harmonic continuity. If what is disruptive
of memory encoding in the shifts to other pieces in
Experiments 4 and 5 is an apparent change of sound
source (in the sense of auditory scene analysis, Breg-
man, 1990), then a change of timbre should be at least
as disruptive. We also introduced an additional condi-
tion: after the change of timbre for the filler material:
the timbre of the test item could either return to the
timbre of the target (exposition), or shift to yet a third
timbre. We thought that returning to the original timbre
for the test item would lead to better performance than
changing to a third timbre, on the supposition that
recognition would be based on a match of sensory fea-
tures of the target (exposition), such as the original
timbre.

METHOD

Participants. Seventy participants served in Experiment
6; 38 were moderately trained and 32 untrained.5

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of a new sample of 96 minuets
from the pool of available minuets, and were con-
structed as in Experiment 1, with the additional
within-participant variable of test-item timbre (same
as or different than the original target timbre). On half
the trials, the test timbre was the same as that of the

original target, and on half the trials it was different,
randomly determined. Each trial in the experiment
began with the same timbre from the set available on
the Yamaha TG-500 synthesizer (for example, ‘‘bright
acoustic piano’’), and after the target (exposition) was
presented switched to another timbre (for example,
‘‘vibraphone’’) for the filler material. The test item was
presented in either the timbre of the target (exposition)
or a different, third, timbre (for example, ‘‘acoustic gui-
tar—steel’’). We used these three timbres throughout as
they are all similar in their attack and decay times. The
assignment of the three timbres to the three stimulus
components was systematically permuted in six coun-
terbalanced lists across the 96 trials.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Area scores (Table 1 and Figure 9A) were subjected to
a 2 Test Timbre X 2 Delay X 2 Item Comparison
repeated measures ANOVA. Performance was better for
same timbre (.68) than different timbre (.60) test items,
F(1, 69) ¼ 46.05, p < .001, MSE ¼ 0.019. Performance
was better at the shorter (.66) than the longer (.61)
delay, F(1, 69) ¼ 19.40, p < .001, MSE ¼ 0.020. Perfor-
mance was better for target (test) vs. different lure dis-
crimination (.71) than for target (test) vs. similar lure
comparisons (.56), F(1, 69) ¼ 173.75, p < .001, MSE ¼
0.018. The interaction of Test Timbre X Delay indicated
a decline over time for same-timbre test stimuli but not
for different timbre, but this was clearly influenced by
a floor effect (see Table 1), F(1, 69) ¼ 6.90, p < .02, MSE
¼ 0.023. And the interaction of Test Timbre X Item
Comparison was similarly influenced by a floor effect
for discrimination between target (test) items and sim-
ilar lures in the different timbre condition, F(1, 69) ¼
72.14, p < .001, MSE ¼ 0.009. There were no other
significant effects.

Proportions of hits declined significantly over time
with same-timbre tests, t(68) ¼ 2.82, p < .01, accompa-
nying the decline in area scores (see Table 1 and Figure
9B). False alarms to similar lures and different lures
remained relatively constant over delays in all condi-
tions of the experiment.

Changes of timbre were very disruptive of the conti-
nuity that seems necessary for memory improvement.
Participants very likely heard the different timbre filler
material as coming from a different source, since in
Bregman’s (1990) auditory scene analysis timbre is
a strong cue for source attribution. This shift of source
attribution parallels what happened with the gavottes
and different minuets in Experiments 4 and 5, leading
to the discontinuation of the encoding and feature bind-
ing of target (exposition) items.

5 The large number of participants in this experiment was due to the
fortunate accidents of the availability of a relatively large number of
volunteer research assistants and of participants needing research credit.
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In summary, Experiments 2 through 6 show that
changing melodic organization at a very local level, and
changing the key by a semitone, do not disrupt ongoing
encoding and structure building between target (expo-
sition) and test, whereas changes that appear to indicate
a change of source, either by changing the piece in
midstream or changing the timbre, do disrupt contin-
ued encoding.

Experiment 7

In Experiment 7, we tested the alternative hypothesis
described in the Introduction that emphasizes retrieval
conditions rather than encoding as the source of the
change in performance between the short and long
delays. This hypothesis suggests that the fading salience
of contour as a retrieval cue over time is responsible for
the relative lack of confusion at the long delay between
target (exposition) items and same-contour similar
lures. However, if contour loses its salience as a cue,
we would also expect performance in discriminating
target (test) items from different-contour lures to
decline. This has in general not been observed in the
previous experiments: in six conditions there was an
average decline of 1.7 percentage points in discrimina-
tion between target (test) items and different lures, and
in only one of those conditions was there a decline of
more than 4 percentage points (see Table 1). In addition,
the different lures in those experiments differed from

targets in more ways than just a difference of contour.
Consider, for example, the target (test)/different-lure
pairs in Figure 3 of bracket 2/bracket 4 and bracket
2/bracket 6 (short and long delay tests of the bracket
2 target (exposition), respectively. Numerous features
besides simply the melodic contour are altered between
the original target and the different lure at test. There-
fore, since looking at the previous different lures does
not provide the answer, in Experiment 7 we constructed
different lures that differed from targets only in melodic
contour. This was achieved by making an exact copy of
the target (exposition), and then altering the melody so
that at the third or fourth note the contour changed
direction with respect to the original target. For exam-
ple, the melody in bracket 2 (Figure 3) would leave the
first three notes intact, but then alter the contour by
moving downward thereafter, preserving the same
rhythm and the other aspects of contour and harmonic
accompaniment. If contour becomes less important as
a recognition cue with longer delays, then in this case
discrimination between target (test) items and different
lures should decline with increased delay.

METHOD

Participants. Thirty-one participants served in Experi-
ment 7; 15 were moderately trained and 16 untrained.

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of a new sample of 72 minuets
drawn from all those used in Experiments 1 and 2, and
were like those used there, except that different lures

FIGURE 9. Results of Experiment 6, in which the filler material changed timbre. (Left) Area under the ROC showing unbiased proportion correct

discrimination of target test items from similar lures (T/S) and from different lures (T/D) at short and long delays. (Right) Proportions of hits to target

test items (T), and false alarms to similar lures (S) and different lures (D) at short and long delays.
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were copies of target (exposition) items in all respects
except the contour of the melody. We used Cakewalk
software to copy the target onto the different-contour
lure test item, and then altered the pitches of the melody
to change its contour in a way that conformed to the
harmony of the original target. The changes started with
the third or fourth note and generally altered four or
five pitches and two or three directions of intervals in
the melody.

There were 72 trials, recorded as .wav files and pre-
sented by means of a Matlab program (version 2009b)
that produced a different random order of trials for each
participant. In Experiments 7 and 8, participants listened
with headphones and responded on the computer key-
board using a 4-level confidence scale (sure same, same,
different, sure different). This is a change in comparison
to the previous experiments in which we used Cakewalk
to present a limited number of randomized lists to dif-
ferent groups of listeners.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Area scores (see Table 1 and Figure 10A) were subjected
to a 2 Delay X 2 Item Comparisons X 2 Music training
ANOVA in which training was the only between-groups
variable. The interaction of Delay X Item Comparison,
F(1, 29) ¼ 41.08, p < .001, MSE ¼ 0.002, indicated an
improvement in memory for comparisons between tar-
get (test) items and similar lures, t(30) ¼ 3.39, p < .05,
but not for comparisons between target (test) items and

different-contour lures. The three-way interaction of
those variables with music training was significant,
F(1, 29) ¼ 6.28, p < .02, MSE ¼ 0.002, but did not alter
the qualitative pattern shown in Figure 10A, and did not
bear on the issues under focus here. This three-way
interaction showed the same pattern as the the two-
way interaction, but with a nonsignificant increase with
delay in discrimination between target (test) items and
different lures for untrained participants, and a corre-
sponding nonsignificant decrease for moderately
trained participants, coupled with slightly better overall
performance by the moderately trained. There were no
other significant effects.

Proportions of false alarms to similar lures declined
with delay, t(30) ¼ 1.84, p < .05 (one-tailed), as did false
alarms to different lures, t(30) ¼ 2.97, p < .05 (two-
tailed; see Table 1 and Figure 10B).

As in Experiment 1, discrimination between target
(test) items and similar lures improved with delay.
Critically for this experiment, discrimination between
copies of targets and different lures did not decline with
delay, even when the only difference between different
lures and target (test) items was their melodic contour.
Therefore we can reject the alternative hypothesis that
the observed improvement in discrimination between
target (test) items and similar lures is due to a decline
over time in the salience of contour as a retrieval cue,
since the hypothesized decline in salience did not lead
to poorer performance in discriminating changes in

FIGURE 10. Results of Experiment 7, in which different lures were copies of targets in which the melody changed direction about a third of the way

through. (Left) Area under the ROC showing unbiased proportion correct discrimination of target test items from similar lures (T/S) and from different

lures (T/D) at short and long delays. (Right) Proportions of hits to target test items (T), and false alarms to similar lures (S) and different lures (D) at

short and long delays.
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contour. It is true, however, that discrimination between
target test items and different lures was overall not bet-
ter than discrimination between target test items and
similar lures, as the manipulation reducing the differ-
ence between targets and different lures to just differ-
ences in contour, reduced the number of feature
mismatches available.

Experiment 8

In Experiment 8, we tested the specific prediction of
our feature binding hypothesis that discrimination
between target (test) items and similar lures will
improve with delay even when similar lures and targets
have all their features in common except for the pitch
level at which the contour is attached to the scale. If the
improvement with delay in the rejection of similar
lures is due to the binding of the contour to the appro-
priate degree of the tonal scale, then recognition mem-
ory performance should still improve when the only
cue to the difference between similar lures and targets
lies in the pitch level at which the melody is presented.
In Experiments 1-3 and those of Dowling et al. (2002),
there were additional uncontrolled cues, other than
simply the pitch level of the melody on the scale, that
differentiated targets from similar lures. See, for exam-
ple, the contrast between brackets 1 and 3 in Figure 3.
Note the differences in the bass lines, which involve
a change in the harmony. The contrast of brackets 2
and 7 illustrates this point also (though the phrase in
bracket 7 is not in the correct temporal delay position
to serve as a similar lure with respect to the phrase in
bracket 2). There again the bass lines and the harmony
are different. All of these additional differences arose
due to our initial aim, motivated by ecological validity,
of presenting the music just as written by the com-
poser. Therefore, in Experiment 8 we created similar
lures that were exact copies of targets in every respect
except for the pitch level of the melodic shape. For
example, we could take the target at bracket 1 (Figure
3) and copy it to make a test item, but with the melody
shifted as in bracket 3, with the accompaniment
adjusted to preserve the harmony and texture of the
original. This manipulation provides a direct test of
our binding hypothesis, since if this difference in pitch
level along the scale is the critical feature that listeners
are using to discriminate similar lures from targets at
the long delay, they should still be able to do that when
that is the only cue available. In order to concentrate
on the assessment of discrimination between target
(test) items and similar lures we did not include different
lures in this experiment.

METHOD

Participants. Forty participants served in Experiment 8;
18 were moderately trained and 22 untrained.

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of a new sample of 64 min-
uets, and were constructed as in Experiment 7, except
that test comparisons were all either target (test) items
or similar lures, and similar lures were copies of targets
in all respects except that the contour of the melody was
shifted along the scale to a different pitch level, as close
as possible to the pitch level of the target while still
preserving the original harmony. We used Cakewalk
software to copy the target onto the similar lure test
item, and then altered the pitches of the melody to
change its pitch level but left the contour intact and in
conformity with the harmony of the target.

There were 64 trials, recorded as .wav files and pre-
sented as in Experiment 7 by means of a Matlab pro-
gram that produced a different random order of trials
for each participant, who listened using headphones
and responded on the computer.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Area scores (see Table 1 and Figure 11A) were subjected
to a 2 Delay X 2 Music training ANOVA in which music
training was the between-participants variable. Moder-
ately trained participants performed better than
untrained (.70 vs. .63), F(1, 38) ¼ 6.75, p < .02, MSE
¼ 0.017. The interaction of Delay X Training, F(1, 38)¼
11.52, p < .01, MSE¼ 0.007, showed that discrimination
between target (test) items and similar lures improved
for moderately trained participants, t(17) ¼ 3.02, p <
.05, but not for the untrained, whose decline is not
significant. There were no other significant effects.

Proportions of false alarms to similar lures declined
with delay for moderately trained participants, t(17) ¼
2.91, p < .05, but not for untrained (see Table 1 and
Figure 11B).

The results for moderately trained listeners showed
improvement with delay in agreement with our binding
hypothesis, whereas those for untrained listeners did
not show improvement. The result for moderately
trained listeners is in agreement with previous evidence
showing that such listeners encode the pitches of novel
melodies in terms of tonal scale degrees in other melody
recognition tasks (Dowling, 1986), showing that they
were encoding the position of the melodic contour on
the scale for each novel melody they encountered.

It should be noted that performance for the untrained
listeners did not decline with delay. This suggests that
they were using the scale information and feature bind-
ing to some extent, since in the absence of some further
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encoding we would not expect their performance to
improve, as in Experiments 4-6. That this was the case
is suggested by the fact that in Experiment 1 and Dowl-
ing et al. (2002) their performance improvement with
delay was indistinguishable from that of moderately
trained listeners. This also suggests that in those other
studies in which the available stimulus features were not
so tightly controlled, the untrained listeners were able to
use the continued encoding of those other features in
distinguishing between target (test) items and similar
lures at the delayed test, where they generally performed
better than at the shorter delay.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

There is considerable evidence that melodic contour is
an important feature in recognition memory, and can
be recognized independently of the precise pitch con-
tent of the melody (Dowling, 1978, 2001; Idson &
Massaro, 1978; Jones et al., 1987; Kim & Levitin,
2002). In Dowling’s (1978) framework, the precise pitch
content of the melody is provided by a second feature of
the melody: its tonal scale. The scale is a hierarchically
organized set of pitches (Krumhansl, 1990; Lerdahl,
2001) that provides a framework for the listener’s per-
ception of distances along the pitch dimension, as
Helmholtz (1877/1954) suggested. The scale is specified
by the key of the melody; for the minuet in Figure 3 the
key is G major. Dowling (1978) theorized that the pitch

pattern of a scale functions as a perceptual invariant
common to numerous melodies, and that an actual
melody consists of the melodic contour (including the
relative sizes of pitch intervals coded as one or two
diatonic steps and leaps) applied to a specific scale at
the appropriate relative pitch level. For example, the
song Frère Jacques can be sung using a major or minor
scale, using the same contour but changing the scale.
The tune will be recognizable, but the nuances of the
tonal functions will be changed, thus changing the
‘‘dynamic shape’’ in Jones’s sense (Jones et al., 1987).

In the present study, we investigated a memory
improvement effect that has been observed for musical
material occurring over delays filled with interfering
material, namely, the continuation of the piece. We pro-
posed an explanation in terms of feature binding, spe-
cifically of the melodic contour to a particular pitch
level in the scale. When tested at short delays, listeners
confuse target (test) items and similar lures, which share
the individual features of melodic contour and musical
key (scale), because they have not yet bound the contour
to the scale at the appropriate pitch level and so are left
without a means of differentiating the target (test) and
the similar lure. At the longer delay, listeners accom-
plish this binding, and are better able to reject similar
lures. We believe this binding takes so long to accom-
plish because the listeners are trying to follow the ongo-
ing music and encode it while their memory systems are

FIGURE 11. Results of Experiment 8, in which similar lures were copies of targets except that the melody was shifted up or down in pitch in relation to

the scale. Here there was an interaction with experience. (Left) Area under the ROC showing unbiased proportion correct discrimination of target test

items from similar lures (T/S) at short and long delays, for listeners untrained in music (untrained) and with moderate training (trained). (Right)

Proportions of hits to target test items (T) and false alarms to similar lures (S) at short and long delays, for listeners untrained in music (untrained) and

with moderate training (trained).
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still completing the encoding of earlier stimuli. Experi-
ment 3 of Dowling et al. (2002—see Table 1) shows that
if listeners are freed from having to follow the continu-
ing music (that is, when the delay is filled with silence),
the requisite binding is accomplished very rapidly. But
even though slowed by the processing of the continuing
music, binding continues while listeners process new
interfering information, and so discrimination between
target (test) items and similar lures improves at the
longer delays. Note that one consequence of binding the
target melody to the scale is that the differences of tonal
functions of the various scale degrees is made more
salient, which makes feature mismatches based on them
more obvious when the listener is presented with a sim-
ilar lure after the longer delay.

In the present experiments, we found that for this
binding process to occur, the similarity of the filler
material with the preceding, to-be-memorized material,
as well as its continuity and coherence, is important. If
similarity, continuity, and coherence are disrupted so
that listeners hear the interpolated material as coming
from a different source in the sense of Bregman’s (1990)
auditory scene analysis, the memory-improving binding
processes no longer take place, and performance is
either stable or decreases over time.

It may seem counterintuitive that in many of the cases
where performance improves in terms of target test item
vs. similar lure discrimination, hit rates to the target test
items do not increase, and often decline. Why doesn’t
the hypothesized improved representation of the target
produced by binding lead to higher hit rates as well as
reduced false alarms? There are at least two possible
factors operating here: the effect of the bound represen-
tation on feature matches and mismatches, and shifts in
response bias. Constant hit rates across the delay may
mean that the bound representation is especially useful
in generating mismatches with similar lures, but doesn’t
add much benefit to the matches already produced with
target test items that were based on the individual fea-
tures. Hit rates can also decline if a shift toward greater
caution in producing positive responses occurs at the
longer delay interval. In that case all three response
indices will show a decline, as in the results of Experi-
ments 1, 2, and 7 (Table 1). In those cases what is
important for discrimination is that false alarms decline
more rapidly than hit rates. We should note, also, that
given the methods we are using, it is impossible to dis-
tinguish a shift in response bias from an overall decline
in perceived familiarity with increasing delay. It may be
that in some cases the familiarity of target test items
decreases over time, but just more slowly than the famil-
iarity of lures.

The present phenomenon with music memory repre-
sents a case of binding processes involving complex
features and nonverbal material. It provides a contribu-
tion to binding research, which has hitherto mainly
focused on the visual modality (objects, scenes, words)
or simple feature combinations of sounds (for example,
pitch and timbre, as demonstrated by Hall, Pastore,
Acker, & Huang, 2000). Binding in perception and
memory has received considerable attention, as have its
underlying neural correlates (see the volume by Zimmer,
Mecklinger, & Lindenberger, 2006, for an overview).
Different levels of binding can be differentiated: for
example, low-level perceptual feature binding within
items versus the binding of more complex constellations
of features that lead to between-item binding. Zimmer
et al. (2006, Chapter 1; see also Robertson, 2003) point
out that such binding is not homogenous, but that bind-
ings of locations and spatial context, or of temporal con-
text, appear to differ with different types of material. They
thus emphasize the importance for future research to
address different modalities, tasks, and methods. The
present study with the complex auditory patterns of music
extends our understanding of binding processes to a new
domain.

The processes reported here concern binding in the
auditory modality; they concern nonverbal material and
require not only bottom-up processes, but top-down
processes related to listeners’ knowledge of tonal struc-
ture, which facilitates the perception of musical struc-
tures and tonal functions. Bharucha (1987) describes
how the listener’s schematic knowledge of the tonal
system generates expectations, which influence percep-
tion and facilitate encoding of patterns that follow the
expected structure, including the binding of features
into integrated perceptual representations. In the pres-
ent experiments, filler material schematically related to
the target helps to keep relevant sets of features active in
working memory, facilitating the ongoing process. For
example, the expected pitches of the tonal scale in the
current key in a piece are processed more quickly and
accurately than unexpected, nonscale pitches, and a
similar facilitation occurs for notes at expected times
(Dowling, 2001). The activation of schematic knowledge
of the tonal scale is especially important in the binding
of the melodic contour to the scale, which, as described
above in connection with Figure 3, is particularly rel-
evant to discrimination between target (test) items
and similar lures. In this view, when target (exposition)
and filler are continuously linked, they both activate
schematic knowledge that aids in the binding of target
features, with activation becoming stronger as the
piece progresses. This activation aids in the
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development of a memory representation that sup-
ports improved recognition performance. In contrast,
filler material that departs too strongly from the target
fails to continue to activate the relevant schematic
knowledge, thus hindering the ongoing binding
process.

In most music cognition research, memory is usually
tested in same-different paradigms with musical
excerpts being presented in isolation and with the to-
be-compared items being separated by a silent interval.
These silent retention periods thus allow for rapid bind-
ing of features. Working with continuous listening para-
digms (that is, where the to-be-remembered item is not
indicated explicitly and the retention interval is filled
with the continuation of the music) thus brings to light
the underlying binding processes, slowed down, but still
functioning. The continuous listening situation not only
brings us closer to real-world listening, but gives us the
possibility of studying how complex relational binding
can occur in spite of on-going processing of similar
material. And the present results show that this binding
can proceed only when the material being processed in
parallel is perceived as part of the original to-be-
processed object, the original sound source.

This feature binding that continues while the listener
actively attends to the continuation of the music, and
that leads to improvement in discrimination between
target (test) items and similar lures, is surprising in the
light of results repeatedly found with memory for prose
stories (namely, that discrimination between target test
items and similar lures declines over time (Gernsbacher,
1990, see Figure 1; Sachs, 1967). It may be that listeners
have considerable practice in extracting the gist of
a story, and in discarding surface details that are irrel-
evant for overall meaning. We have found some evi-
dence that poetry, in which details of rhythm and
rhyme are more important than in prose, tends to
resemble music more than it does prose in regard to
short-term retention of surface details, as indicated by
discrimination between target (test) items and similar
lures that are paraphrases of the target (Tillmann &
Dowling, 2007). Surface details may be more likely to
be retained in poetry than in prose because rhythm and
rhyme can be useful as mnemonic aids in remembering
poetry (Rubin, 1995), and so in poetry, verbal content
becomes bound to patterns of rhythm and rhyme.

If it is true that the binding of a melodic contour to
a tonal scale is an essential part of how we encode novel
tonal music into memory, then it is surprising that our
manipulations of tonality did not have a greater effect
on performance. The upward shift of one semitone
of the filler material in Experiment 3 perhaps lacked

impact because such shifts are common in popular
music. But the rather large difference in key distance
of the interpolated two measures in the minuets in
Experiment 5 also had no measurable effect. It may
be that the effect of a change in the thematic material
in the interpolated minuet simply swamped the effect
of key distance. Clearly further research is needed to
separate the effects of tonality shifts from other sources
of disruption.

The present results also have implications for the role
of attention in binding processes. The binding of fea-
tures into a coherent representation of a musical target
phrase is apparently taking place while the listener is
focusing attention on something else, namely subse-
quent phrases in the continuing music. Nevertheless,
it is necessary that the listeners attend to the continua-
tion of the same music, and not just any continuing
music. In this regard, the effects of attention on binding
are similar to those of attention on the formation of
auditory streams. When a tone sequence skips rapidly
among separate pitch regions, the pattern forms sepa-
rate perceptual streams even without attention, a process
that takes time (Sussman, Horvath, Winkler, & Orr,
2007). However, when attention is directed elsewhere,
it can still matter where attention is directed; in the case
where there are three possible streams, focusing atten-
tion on one of them inhibits the formation of separate
streams for the other two (Sussman, Bregman, Wang, &
Kahn, 2005). This shows that the control of encoding
processes by attention that we have observed here is not
an isolated case.

Up to now our studies have been entirely on the
behavioral level. However, these phenomena and the
paradigm for their investigation opens up the possibility
of new ways of studying the underlying neurophysiology
of feature binding processes in audition. As Robertson
(2003) indicates, there is no single neural mechanism
for binding that operates across senses and across levels
of feature complexity. Thus, complex feature binding
with musical patterns offers the possibility of a different
perspective than that provided by other materials. We
expect that hippocampal structures may be involved in
complex feature binding of musical material, as they
were with verbal materials (Kroll, Knight, Metcalf, Wolf,
& Tulving, 1996), and also as suggested by functional
imaging research showing increased activation of the
hippocampus for feature binding of objects and loca-
tions (Mitchell, Johnson, Raye, Mather, & D’Esposito,
2000). It may be that hippocampal lesions would slow
binding in the present paradigm even further, but an
intriguing question is whether with music it could be
that right hippocampal lesions were more important
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than the left ones that slowed verbal processing (see, for
example, Wanatabe, Yagishita, & Kikyo, 2008). The
hippocampal patients might also show deficits in the
silent-interval condition (Dowling et al., 2002, Exper-
iment 3), specifically lower overall performance levels
at short delays. There is also the possibility to consider
parietal cortex involvement, since that region appears
to be implicated in the binding of features to spatial
locations (Robertson, 2003).

The binding hypothesis for our music material, taken
together with binding research on other types of materi-
als, leads to strong, testable predictions not only for the
neural correlates just discussed, but also for the influence
of aging. Age-related binding deficits have been previ-
ously demonstrated for words and objects and locations
(see for example Lyle, Bloise, & Johnson, 2006, for
a review), and Cabeza (2006) suggests a binding deficit
as one of the principal sources of memory impairment in
aging. At present there is little evidence concerning bind-
ing deficits in aging with musical materials. We expect
a binding deficit would cause greater problems with dis-
crimination between target (test) items and similar lures
(which requires binding) than with discrimination
between target (test) items and different lures (which
simply requires feature matching). Clearly the next step
in exploring this aspect of aging and cognition is to
explore the present paradigm with older listeners.

In summary, the results suggest that the process of
encoding music in memory is very different from the
process of encoding prose. With prose we are well prac-
ticed in extracting the gist of the meaning, and in
discarding surface details of sound patterns and temporal
order as soon as they have served their purpose in facil-
itating that encoding. With music, the structured patterns

of sound are important, and in fact constitute the essence
of the music. During continuous listening, the brain
needs appreciable time, on the order of seconds, to
encode these sound structures into coherent representa-
tions that take account of the multiple dimensions in
which the music is constructed—dimensions of pitch and
time, and of timbre and loudness and textural complex-
ity—and notably to connect the pitch dimension to the
tonal framework (that is, the scale). One reason this
encoding process takes so much time is that the ongoing
music itself makes demands on the listener’s attention
and itself requires attentional resources in turn. And the
present data show that the perceived continuity of that
ongoing music with what came before is essential to the
continuation of the encoding of earlier material and the
binding of individual stimulus features into coherent
memory representations.
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